INTRODUCTION
The perceptual grouping of similarly oriented, discrete elements into a continuous contour is known as ''contour integration'' (Field et al., 1993) . In this process, the salient contour can be detected even when embedded in a noisy background. Previous psychophysical studies have explored the local interactions between collinear elements comprising contour paths (Field et al., 1993; Kapadia et al., 1995; Polat and Sagi, 1994) and showed that decreased contour saliency resulted in decreased contour detection (Braun, 1999; Hess et al., 2003; Li and Gilbert, 2002) . Recent electrophysiological, imaging, and other studies have suggested that the primary visual cortex (V1) plays an important role in contour integration (Bauer and Heinze, 2002; Kapadia et al., 1995; Ko et al., 2011; Kourtzi et al., 2003; Li et al., 2006; Polat et al., 1998) . The main observation was enhanced neuronal activity for collinear elements or a contour, and this activity enhancement was dependent on contour saliency. Additional studies have suggested that visual binding is encoded by response amplitude, e.g., increased firing rate (Barlow, 1972; Roelfsema, 2006) of neurons encoding features of the same contour relative to neurons encoding features belonging to a different contour or background.
Despite recent progress, the neuronal mechanisms underlying contour integration are not fully understood. Specifically, the spatiotemporal patterns of population response in the contour and background areas, their relation to contour saliency, and contour detection remain unclear, in particular, at the single-trial level. To address these issues, we trained two monkeys on a contour-detection task and recorded the population responses in V1 using voltage-sensitive dye imaging (VSDI) at high spatial and temporal resolution Slovin et al., 2002) . This allowed us to investigate and directly visualize the spatiotemporal patterns of population responses evolving in contour integration. Our results unravel a spatiotemporal interplay of population response during the processes of contour integration and their relation to contour detection, contour saliency, and perceptual decision.
RESULTS
Two monkeys were trained on a contour-detection task (see Experimental Procedures). In each trial, the monkeys were presented with one of two visual stimuli and were required to discriminate between a contour and a noncontour stimulus (Figure 1A) . The stimulus in the contour trials was comprised from a circular contour (''circle'') embedded within an array of randomly oriented and positioned Gabor elements (''background''). In the noncontour trials, the stimulus was composed from background alone, with the background elements identical to the contour condition, while the circle elements were randomly rotated along the circle path ( Figure 1A ; Experimental Procedures). The monkeys could easily perform the task (reaching a detection performance of 80%-91%), while we imaged the population responses in V1 at high spatial and temporal resolution using voltage-sensitive dye imaging (VSDI). The dye signal measures the sum of membrane potential from all neuronal elements in the imaged area. Therefore, the voltage-sensitive dye (VSD) signal from each pixel sums the membrane potential from neuronal populations (rather than single cells) emphasizing subthreshold synaptic potentials (Grinvald and Hildesheim, 2004 ).
Data analysis was performed on a total of 30 and 22 recording sessions from two hemispheres of two monkeys.
Retinotopic Mapping of the Circle and Background Gabor Elements onto V1
To study the population responses in the contour and noncontour trials, we first needed to retinotopically map the visual stimuli onto the V1 area (see Experimental Procedures). The stimulus part that is mapped onto V1 imaged area is approximately outlined by a yellow rectangle in Figures 1A and 1B . This part of the stimulus includes few Gabor elements comprising part of the circle and the background. To map these elements onto the imaged area, we performed another set of experiments, where the monkeys were passively fixating and briefly presented on each trial with one or two individual Gabor elements comprising parts of the circle or background (Figure 1C, top row) . The VSDI-activation maps, i.e., populationresponse maps, evoked by the Gabor elements belonging to the circle (C1-C3) and background (Bg1-Bg3) allow easy visualization and accurate localization of individual Gabor elements on V1 ( Figure 1C , bottom row). Figure 1D shows an early-activation map evoked by the contour stimulus, where the activation patches over V1 clearly corresponded to the individual Gabor elements in the circle and background. We defined two regions of interest (ROIs; Figure 1D ): (1) A circle area (C) was defined by contouring the area in V1 that was activated by the circle elements (C1-C3). (2) A background area (Bg) was defined by contouring the area in V1 that was activated by the background elements (Bg1-Bg3).
Early Gabor Representation and Late Encoding of Contour/Background Segregation
The retinotopic mapping enabled us to analyze the population responses (VSDI amplitude) in the circle and background area evoked in the contour-detection task. Time courses of such responses from a typical recording session are shown in Figure 2 . During the ''early phase'' of the response (40-140 ms after stimulus onset), the population-response (Figures 2A and 2B ) and activation maps ( Figure 2C ) were similar among the contour and noncontour trials. Maps measured from both conditions showed clear activation patches corresponding to the individual Gabor elements comprising the stimuli. That is, the population response in the early phase appeared to encode mainly the representation of individual Gabor elements without any obvious circle/background segregation (see also Figures S1A-S1D available online). To further analyze this, we made a scatterplot of the population response in individual V1 pixels for the two conditions (Figure 2D) . The red lines depict the activity differences between contour and noncontour trials before stimulus onset, i.e., the 1% and 99% percentile of the differences histogram (these values were then extrapolated to later times of stimulus presentation). Most pixels in the circle and background areas showed similar response amplitude and therefore lie within the red boundaries ( Figure 2D ). The pixel differences histograms (contour-noncontour; Figure 2E ) are centered on zero (d 0 = 0.04 between circle and background histograms. This is not significantly different from d 0 computed for trials with shuffled labels, mean d 0 = 0.04, p = 0.53, 100 iterations). This means that from 60 to 80 ms the population response in V1 pixels did not differ between the contour and noncontour conditions. This situation changed completely in the ''late phase'' of the response (150-250 ms after stimulus onset). Whereas the population response in the circle area was only slightly higher for the contour condition ( Figure 2A , late phase), the time course of the population response in the background area showed suppression ( Figure 2B ). This suppression was prominent in the contour condition, starting$140 ms after stimulus onset and reaching minimal amplitude at $250 ms after stimulus onset. Remarkably, the neural activation map of the late phase in the contour condition showed a clear amplitude segregation of the circle contour from the background ( Figure 2F ), with the high activation in the circle area simply ''popping out'' from the suppressed activation in the background area (see also Figure S1E , available online, for similar results in monkey S).
To further analyze this, we made a scatterplot of the population response of individual V1 pixels for the two conditions (Figure 2G ; red lines as in 2D). Fifty percent of V1 pixels lie above the upper boundary in the circle area (Figure 2G , left; cf. early phase Figure 2D , left). In the background area, 66% of the pixels lie below the lower boundary ( Figure 2G , right cf. early phase Figure 2D, right) . The pixel differences histograms (contour-noncontour; Figure 2H ) are shifted from zero (d 0 = 2.02 between circle and background histograms. This is significantly different from d 0 computed for trials with shuffled labels, mean d 0 = 0.01, p < 0.01, 100 iterations). That is, during the late phase, the population response in the background area was suppressed in the contour condition, whereas the population response in the circle area was slightly higher in the contour condition. The results reported for the background were highly similar when we analyzed an extended background area that included any imaged background elements (Figures S2A and S2B) . Our results enable to directly visualize how the entire circle area (in the imaged V1) ''pops out'' from the background area. We further show that contour integration involves figure-ground segregation, where there is not only increased response amplitude in the ''figure'' (circle area; Bauer and Heinze, 2002; Li et al., 2006) , but, importantly, also decreased response in the ''ground'' (background area).
Dynamics of Circle/Background Segregation in Population Response
To quantify the neuronal activity difference between circle and background (i.e., figure-ground segregation) in all recording sessions, a figure-ground measure (FG-m) was computed for the population response. FG-m was defined as the difference in population response between the circle and background areas (see Experimental Procedures): FG-m = (Pc-Pb) cont À (Pc-Pb) non-cont where Pc and Pb are the population responses in the circle and background areas, respectively, cont and non-cont are the contour and noncontour conditions, respectively. FG-m was computed as function of time, for each frame. Although the FG-m started to increase early (Figure 3Ai , 90 and 70 ms, monkeys L and S, respectively, p < 0.05, sign-ranked two-tailed test for a significant difference from zero), it reached 3-to 6-fold only in the late phase, peaking $250 ms after stimulus onset for both monkeys (Figures 3Aii and 3Aiii ; p < 0.01 for both monkeys). The FG-m in the late phase was higher for monkey L than for monkey S (Figure 3Aiii ). This can be linked to the superior behavioral performance of monkey L (91%) compared to that of monkey S (80%).
The increase in the FG-m (found for both monkeys) could have resulted from an increased population response in the circle area or a suppressed population response in the background area or both. To test which occurred in our experiments, we examined the population response in the circle and background areas separately. Figure 3B shows data from all recording sessions with monkey L (upper panels) and S (lower panels). Figure 3Bi shows the differential circle response (Pc cont À Pc non-cont ; see Experimental Procedures) and differential background response (Pb cont À Pb non-cont ; see Experimental Procedures) as function of time. In the early phase, both monkeys showed a small, nonsignificant difference (Figure 3Bii) . A much larger and significant difference appeared in the late phase, both in the circle (response enhancement) and background areas (response suppression; Figure 3Biii ). The suppression in the background was evident also for an extended background area ( Figure S2 ). The enhancement in the circle area and the suppression in the background is clearly not limited to the ROIs of individual Gabors (Figures 2F, 2G, and S1E) , and the suppression in the background area extends over a large area of several square millimeters. Finally, we note that the background part of the stimulus was identical in both contour and noncontour trials; nevertheless, the population responses were different. This may suggest that the population responses in the late phase are better linked to perceptual grouping rather than to specific stimulus features.
To further study whether the effects reported above are related to local changes of stimuli features, i.e., the orientation differences of the circle elements between the contour and noncontour trials, we did the following. We presented the contour and noncontour stimuli to a third, naive monkey that was trained on fixation alone (without contour detection/reporting). Figure S3 shows no significant difference between the two stimuli, in the circle or background areas ( Figures S3A, S3B , and S3D) or in the FG-m ( Figure S3C ). This further suggests that circle/background segregation is not directly related to stimulus differences in orientation but rather to a perceptual figure-ground process.
Both monkeys showed enhancement in the circle area and suppression in the background area, but to different levels. Whereas monkey L showed a large suppression in the background area and small response enhancement in the circle area, monkey S showed both response suppression in the 
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Population Responses to Contour Integration background area and enhancement in the circle area. These results demonstrate that circle/background segregation by population response can be achieved by different levels of enhancement in the circle area and suppression in the background area. The exact neural code for each animal may relate to its strategy for solving the task. Finally, we note that the above spatiotemporal patterns cannot result from microsaccades as they were verified in trials lacking microsaccades.
Single-Trial Encoding of Contour and Noncontour Conditions
Can the population response in the circle and background be informative at the single-trial level? Figures 4A-4D depicts population-response maps (top panels) computed in the late phase, for two example contour trials and two example noncontour trials. Importantly, the maps of the single trials show a clear difference between the circle and background areas occurring only in the contour condition. To quantify this, we plotted the distribution histograms of the pixels' responses in the circle and background areas ( Figures 4A-4D , lower-left panels). This was done separately for the contour and noncontour single trials. We then used these distributions to compute the ROC curve for each trial ( Figures 4A-4D , lower-right panels). The area under the curve (AUC) is 0.94 and 0.92 for each contour trial. This means a high separation based on the population response in the late phase, between the circle and background pixels in the contour condition. The AUC values were 0.49 and 0.50 for the two noncontour trials. This means no response amplitude difference between the circle and background pixels in the noncontour condition.
Based on this, we defined figure-ground measure for single trials (FG trials): Pc-Pb, i.e., subtracting the population response of the background (Pb) from the population response of the circle (Pc) in each contour and noncontour single trial. Figure 4E shows the distribution histograms of the FG trials for all contour and noncontour trials in a typical recording session. The distribution histogram shows a significant difference between the contour and noncontour trials (p < 0.001; Mann-Whitney U test). Figure 4F shows the ROC analysis and the AUC is 0.92, indicating a high separation between single trials belonging to the contour and noncontour condition based on FG trials. This AUC value was much higher than the shuffled AUC that was calculated from 100 iterations of randomly shuffled contour and noncontour trials (AUC, 0.5 ± 0.11, mean ± 3 3 SD; Figure 4F , dashed gray lines). We then performed an ROC analysis on the FG trials, for each recording session and found the AUC to be 0.92 ± 0.014 (mean ± SEM; n = 15 recording sessions; significantly different from 0.5, p < 0.001) and 0.81 ± 0.023 (mean ± SEM; n = 10 recording sessions; significantly different from 0.5, p < 0.01) for monkeys L and S, respectively. In contrast to the late phase, the AUC in the early phase was much smaller: 0.63 ± 0.035 and 0.63 ± 0.017 for monkeys L and S, respectively. Our results indicate that the response difference between the circle and background area, only in the late phase, can be useful for making a behavioral decision at the single-trial level.
The Relation between Contour Saliency, Population Response, and Perceptual Report Finally, we wanted to study the relation between the population response, contour saliency, and the perceptual report. For this purpose, the monkeys performed a contour-detection task when presented with contours at various saliency levels. We varied the contour saliency by increasing the orientation jitter of the contour elements (see Experimental Procedures; Figure 5A ). For each orientation jitter, we measured the behavioral and neuronal responses, i.e., the contour-detection probability and the population response (see Experimental Procedures). Next, the psychometric curve was computed (the contour-detection probability for each orientation jitter) and the results were fitted with a Weibull function (Figures 5B and S4A) . Both monkeys showed similar normalized psychometric curves where, as expected, increasing the orientation jitter (decreasing the saliency of the contour) decreased the probability of contour detection.
The neurometric curve was then calculated by computing the FG-m for each orientation jitter condition, in the late phase (see Experimental Procedures; Figures 5C and S4B): FG-m jitt = (PcPb) jitt À (Pc-Pb) non-cont where Pc and Pb are the population responses in the circle and background areas, respectively, and jitt and non-cont are the different jitter conditions and noncontour condition, respectively (the contour condition is defined by jitter = 0). This curve was then fitted with a Weibull function. The normalized neurometric curve showed a high similarity to the psychometric curve (r = 0.87 and 0.93 p < 0.01, for monkeys L and S, respectively). These results further support the notion that the population-response difference between circle and background can be useful for making a behavioral decision. Figure 5D displays the normalized population response as a function of orientation jitter in the background area (left; monkey L; n = 9 recording sessions) and in the circle area (right; monkey S; n = 5 recording sessions). The population response in the background is minimal for the contour condition (jitter = 0), and it increases with orientation jitter; i.e., the background suppression is decreasing with jitter ( Figure 5D , left). The population response in the circle is maximal in the contour condition (jitter = 0), and it decreases with the orientation jitter; i.e., the enhancement in the circle is decreasing with the jitter (Figure 5D , right). Monkey L displayed a strong and significant negative correlation with the psychophysical performance in the background area (r = À0.74; p = 0.02); however, the correlation in the circle area was small and positive but not significant (r = 0.14; p = 0.72). Monkey S displayed a strong positive and significant correlation with the psychometric curve in the circle area (r = 0.81; p = 0.03) but a nonsignificant negative correlation in the background area (r = À0.49; p = 0.32). These results can suggest that the monkeys were displaying different approaches of brain activity to process contour integration and then to segregate the contour from the noisy background. In other words, the monkeys may have used different weights for the circle and background areas in order to detect the contour from the noisy background. Although the correlation between contour saliency and neurometric curve is informative, the relation to the monkey's perceptual report is still unclear. To study this, we compared the FG-m jitt for orientation jitter trials, where the monkey was reporting either contour or noncontour with high probabilities. Because the stimulus remained the same and the report varied, it allowed us to test whether the observed modulations in V1 are linked to the monkeys' perceptual report. Figure 6A displays the FG-m jitt as a function of time for two examples of orientation jitter conditions (±15 degrees in monkey L and ±10 degrees in monkey S). For both cases, the FG-m jitt in contour reported trials was higher in the late phase compared to the noncontour reported trials. This was true over multiple imaging sessions in both animals ( Figure 6B . n = 6 and 9 orientation jitter conditions in which contour detection was 25%-75% in monkeys L and S, respectively; p < 0.05, paired sign ranked test). This result suggests that figure-ground modulation in V1 is at least partially linked to the perceptual reports of the monkey (see Discussion).
The results above suggested that the figure-ground measure can be related to contour perception; however, the exact spatial relation, at the pixel level, is not clear. We therefore wanted to investigate the relationship between the monkey's report and each pixel response in the imaged area. To do this, we computed the correlation between each pixel's population response for each orientation jitter (rather than circle and background differences) and the psychometric curve. The resulting maps show the pixel-psychometric correlation. Figure 7A shows that the pixels' responses in the circle area were positively correlated with the contour-detection performance, whereas the pixels' responses in the background area were negatively correlated with the contour detection. It is possible that the population response is affected directly by the orientation changes of the circle elements in the jittering conditions; however, there are few arguments against this notion. First, although the contour's elements were changed in the different jitters, the background elements were kept identical across all jitters. Nevertheless, the suppression in the background increased with contour saliency and also with animals' contour-detection report. Namely, the population response in the background varied with the animal report in the absence of stimulus changes in the background. Second, the spatial map of correlation between the pixel response and the behavioral performance ( Figure 7A ) enables to observe all the pixels in the imaged area. As one can see from the map, the correlation extends beyond the retinotopic representation of individual Gabors comprising the circle or background in V1. This is different from what one would have expected from ''pure'' stimulus preference. In fact, the correlation maps show a rather homogeneous distribution of positive correlation in the circle area and negative correlation in the background area. The correlation extends over the ''whole'' circle and background areas, thus resulting in the impression that the entire imaged contour representation is positively correlated with behavior and that the entire imaged background representation is negatively correlated with behavior. In addition the correlation dynamics ( Figure 7C ) shows relatively late onset, peaking at the late phase. It was previously shown that responses to orientation in V1 appear much earlier in time, and specifically orientation maps in the VSD signal emerge much earlier in time (Sharon and Grinvald, 2002) . These observations do not fit well with responses to stimulus preference alone. Finally, when presenting a naive animal with a contour embedded in a noisy background, the population response does not show similar patterns: an increased activity in the contour and decreased activity in the background ( Figure S3 ). We therefore believe that the increased activity in the circle and decreased activity in the background does not emerge from stimulus features alone. This further suggests that the correlation between pixel's population response and psychometric curve does not emerge solely from changes in the stimulus features (i.e., jittering the orientation of the contour elements). The distribution histogram of the pixel-psychometric correlation in the circle and background areas are shown in Figure 7B . The d 0 between the distributions of the circle and background was significant in both monkeys compared to the d 0 calculated on trials with shuffled labeling (d 0 = 3 and 3.98 for monkeys L and S, respectively; mean shuffled d 0 = 0.02 p < 0.01 for 100 iterations). In accordance with the results shown in Figure 5D , monkey L showed small positive correlations in the circle area compared to larger negative correlations in the background area, and monkey S showed larger positive correlations in the circle area compared to the negative correlations in the background area. Finally, we defined another figure-ground measure as pixel-psychometric correlation in the circle area minus the pixel-psychometric correlation in the background area (FG-r; r for correlation coefficient; see Experimental Procedures). FG-r was computed as function of time, for each frame. Figure 7C shows that for both monkeys the time course of FG-r started to rise in the early phase, reaching a maximum in the late phase.
DISCUSSION
Using VSDI in the primary visual cortex, we studied the spatiotemporal patterns of population responses evoked during contour integration. Whereas previous studies focused on spiking activity evoked from receptive fields spanning only small parts of the contour or its background, here we imaged population responses that emphasize subthreshold synaptic potential. These responses extended over large neuronal populations processing the circle or its background spanning several millimeters. The late enhanced response in the circle area and the suppressed response in the background area allowed direct visualization of a coherent contour that is segregated from a noisy background. Importantly, these spatiotemporal patterns were tightly linked to the behavioral performance and perceptual report, and allowed single-trial analysis.
Diverging Responses in the Circle and Background Encode Contour Segregation from Background
Previous studies have suggested that visual binding is encoded by response strength; i.e., neurons encoding features of the same object enhance their firing rate relative to neurons encoding (B) The FG-m jitt for the contour and noncontour reports in the jitter conditions (n = 6 and 9 conditions for monkeys L and S, respectively). FG-m for the contour condition is depicted for comparison. Error bars are SEM over conditions. There was a significant difference between the FG-m jitt in contour and noncontour reports (paired signed-rank test, *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01).
features belonging to background or another object (Barlow, 1972; Bauer and Heinze, 2002; Roelfsema, 2006) . Consistent with previous studies, we also found a response enhancement (i.e., increase in the VSD signal amplitude) in the contour area (Li et al., 2006) as was reported also for figure-ground segregation (Lamme, 1995; Zipser et al., 1996) . However, in parallel to this enhancement, we found a significant suppression in the background area. This diverging response between the contour and background may further enhance the figure (contour) segregation from the ground (noisy background), thus making the figure more salient. At the single-trial level, we found that a simple figure-ground measure, i.e., the difference between the population response of the circle and background, can efficiently discriminate in the late phase, between contour and noncontour individual trials. This was achieved despite the fact that in our experiments we could measure the neural response only from parts of the circle and background areas in the visual cortex, whereas the monkey was probably extracting information from the entire circle to detect the contour. Thus, the figure-ground measure we found in V1 could be used by the monkey to make a perceptual grouping. Figure- ground measure was higher for contour reports compared to noncontour reports, when using a fixed jitter. For the noncontour reports, the figure-ground measure was larger than zero, suggesting that only part of the figure-ground measure is related to the perceptual report. Our results are in accordance with previous studies reporting the neuronal correlates of perceptual processing in V1 (Ayzenshtat et al., 2012; Gail et al., 2004; Libedinsky et al., 2009; Ress and Heeger 2003; Supè r et al., 2001; Wilke et al., 2006) .
Perceptual Processing in V1
Perceptual grouping is one form of visual perception where discrete elements are grouped together to generate a continuous and coherent object. We showed that the circle enhancement and background suppression in the late phase extended beyond the activation patches of individual Gabor elements and appeared in the whole circle and background areas in V1 ( Figure 2F ). These results suggest that V1 is involved in the transformation process from discrete elements at the early phase into a coherent object in the late phase. We further show that the average figure-ground measure for population response was highly correlated with the psychometric curve. Specifically the response in the circle area showed a positive correlation with contour detection (Li et al., 2006) , whereas the background area response showed a negative correlation with the contour detection ( Figure 7) .
It is possible that the population response are affected directly by the orientation changes of the circle elements in the jittering conditions; however, there are few arguments against this notion. Whereas the contour elements changed with jitter, the (C) A figure-ground measure was defined by subtracting the average pixel-psychometric correlation value in the background area from the average pixelpsychometric correlation value in the circle area for each time frame (FG-r; see Experimental Procedures) for both monkeys (n = 9 and 5 recording sessions for monkeys S and L, respectively). background elements were identical for all jitters. The correlation to behavioral performance was not limited to the discrete elements ( Figure 7A ) but rather was present throughout the whole circle and background areas. This continuous appearance of correlations substantiates the relationship between figureground processing, perceptual grouping, and behavioral performance. In addition, orientation responses in V1 appeared early after stimulus onset (Sharon and Grinvald, 2002) , whereas the onset and peak of correlation dynamics ( Figure 7C ) was later in time. Moreover, the figure-ground measure did not change significantly from zero in a naive, fixating monkey. These observations suggest that the effects in V1 do not emerge solely from stimulus preference/features, i.e., the orientation jitter of the contour elements, but rather they support the involvement of V1 in higher visual processing such as contour integration and its segregation from the background.
Enhancement and Suppression Effects in V1
What can be the source of the response modulation in the circle and background areas? The enhancement effects in the circle may be mediated by long horizontal connections (Callaway, 1998; Chisum et al., 2003; Malach et al., 1993; Shmuel et al., 2005; Stettler et al., 2002; Ts'o et al., 1986) , as well as by feedback processing from higher visual areas (Bullier et al., 2001; Li et al., 2006) . The late population effects observed in our study, as well as the link to perceptual processes, fit well with late effects of a top-down feedback into V1 (Bullier et al., 2001; Lamme, 1995; Li et al., 2006; Roelfsema, 2006; Zipser et al., 1996) .
Suppressive effects in V1 have been extensively studied in the past (Carandini, 2004; Fitzpatrick, 2000) . In V1, suppressive phenomena have been described for a stimulus that does not affect the response of a neuron directly, but rather suppress the response to an optimal stimulus (i.e., masks the test). These phenomena include ''surround suppression'' and ''overlay suppression'' (Petrov et al., 2005) . In surround suppression, a mask with the neuron's preferred orientation appears outside the receptive field of the neuron (DeAngelis et al., 1994; Cavanaugh et al., 2002) . In overlay suppression the mask is superimposed on the test and appears in the RF (DeAngelis et al., 1992; Morrone et al., 1982) .
In the current study, we report on a different type of suppressive phenomenon, a vast suppression at the population level in the background. Previous studies of contour integration and figure ground mainly measured the neural activity from the figure or contour while it was embedded in the background (Bauer and Heinze, 2002; Lamme, 1995; Li et al., 2006; Roelfsema et al., 2007; Poort et al., 2012; Supè r et al., 2001; Zipser et al., 1996) . Several studies did measure neural activity from the background alone (Lamme, 1995; Roelfsema et al., 2007; Poort et al., 2012; Supè r et al., 2001; Zipser et al., 1996) ; however, the response in the background in the presence or absence of a figure/contour was not studied well.
What can be the source of background suppression reported in this study? This could be attributed to feed forward influences (i.e., thalamic input), local interactions, or feedback influences (top-down). Suppressive cortical effects were suggested to be mediated by local inhibitory neurons modulated by afferent or thalamic input (Freeman et al., 2002; Isaacson and Scanziani, 2011; Smith et al., 2006 ; but see also Cavanaugh et al., 2002; Ozeki et al., 2009 ). However, the late onset of the suppression together with the fact that the background elements in the contour and noncontour trials are identical suggest that it is less likely that thalamic input mediates the suppression effects in the background. In fact, the late suppression (starting $140 ms after stimulus onset) as well as the link to perceptual processes fit well with late effects of a top-down feedback into V1. It is commonly thought that feedback connections from higher visual areas (Bullier et al., 2001; Li et al., 2006) are mainly excitatory. Some of these excitatory feedback input can influence local inhibitory neurons and thus induce a feedback inhibition (Isaacson and Scanziani, 2011) . Another possible explanation is that background suppression is mediated by a decreased excitatory feedback: a background input whose role is to reduce the gains of single neurons (Chance et al., 2002) . Additional studies are required to better understand the source of the background suppressive phenomenon.
In summary, we have shown that during contour integration there is a strong divergence of V1 population responses processing the contour or the noisy background. The neuronal population in the contour area increases its response amplitude and is positively correlated with behavior, while the background displays opposing characteristics, suppressed activity, and a negative correlation with behavior. These opposing processes increase the difference in neuronal activity between the contour and the noisy background and thus may improve contour segregation from a noisy background and facilitate its perception.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Additional information appears in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Behavioral Task, Visual Stimuli, and Eye-Position Recordings Two adult monkeys (Macaca fascicularis; S, L) were trained on a contourdetection task. The trial started when the animal fixated on a small fixation point displayed on a uniform gray background. After a random fixation interval, a contour or noncontour stimulus appeared on the screen for 250-1,000 ms. The animal maintained fixation until the stimulus and fixation point were turned off. At this point, two small lateral targets appeared, one on each side of the screen, and the animal was required to indicate its visual perception by performing a rightward saccade for a contour report and leftward saccade for noncontour report. A trial was classified as correct only if the animal maintained fixation throughout the trial, responded with a saccade to the correct target, and fixated on the target for an additional 400 ms. The animal was rewarded with a drop of juice for each correct trial. In each recording session, the contour and noncontour stimuli appeared in 80% of the trials, while the remaining 20% trials were fixation-alone trials (no stimulus presentation, blank condition). These trials were used to remove the heart beat artifact in the VSDI analysis (see VSDI analysis below).
Detection performance is defined as the number of correct trials divided by total number of trials (sum of contour and noncontour trials). The average detection performance was 91% (2% misses, i.e., reporting noncontour when the contour stimulus was presented, and 7% false alarms, i.e., reporting contour when the noncontour stimulus was presented) for monkey L and 80% (5% misses and 15% false alarms) for monkey S. Visual Stimuli On each trial, the monkeys were presented with one out of two stimuli: a contour or noncontour image ( Figure 1A ), referred to as the contour and the noncontour conditions. The stimulus in the contour condition ( Figure 1A , left panel) was composed from a circle contour of similarly oriented Gabor elements (n = 16) that were positioned along a circular path. The circle contour was embedded in a noisy background (randomly oriented and positioned Gabors). Gabor width (2s) was 0.25 degrees with mean distance of 0.75 degrees from center to center. The stimulus in the noncontour condition ( Figure 1A , right panel) was obtained by changing the orientation of the circle Gabors to a random orientation (except for the C2 Gabor in which the orientation and position was identical). The contour and noncontour conditions were identical in terms of Gabor positions, differing only in the orientation of the circle Gabors.
Behavioral Paradigm of Contour Saliency
The effects of contour saliency on behavioral performance and population response were tested using another behavioral paradigm. In addition to the contour/noncontour stimuli, the monkeys were presented with five to seven stimuli in which the circle Gabors were rotated at increasing orientation jitter from the original circular path contour ( Figure 5A ; the different jittering conditions: ±5, 10, 15, 17, 20, 25, 30 degrees) . The orientation of the background Gabors was unchanged. To ascertain that the monkey reports the saliency of the contour in these experiments, we did the following. (1) In the contour/noncontour conditions, the monkeys were rewarded only if they made a saccade to the correct target. This way we verified that the animals could easily discriminate the contour from the noncontour in these experiments (the detection performance of the contour/noncontour conditions remained high for both monkeys: 94% and 82% for monkeys L and S, respectively).
(2) For the jittering conditions, the monkeys were rewarded for either saccade to the right or left target. Therefore, the animals' decision was unbiased on the jittering conditions, and these trials were classified as contour detected or noncontour detected only according to the direction of the report saccade. Eye-Position Recording Throughout the trial, the animal maintained tight fixation and analysis was done on trials where fixation maintained within ±1 degree. Eye position was monitored by an infrared eye tracker (Dr. Bouis Device, Kalsruhe, Germany), sampled at 1 kHz and recorded at 250 Hz.
Data Acquisition
Two linked computers controlled the visual stimulation, data acquisition, and the monkey's behavior (CORTEX software package). The protocol of data acquisition in VSDI has been described in detail elsewhere .
Surgeries and VSDI Imaging
All experimental procedures were carried out according to the NIH guidelines, approved by the Animal Care and Use Guidelines Committee of Bar-Ilan University, and supervised by the Israeli authorities for animal experiments. The surgical procedure and VSD staining in behaving monkeys have been reported elsewhere Shoham et al., 1999; Shtoyerman et al., 2000; Slovin et al., 2002) . We stained the cortex with VSD and used a sampling rate of 10 ms/frame with a spatial resolution of 10,000 pixels. Each pixel (170 2 mm 2 ) summed the population activity of $500 neurons (0.17 3 0.17 3 0.4 3 40,000 cells/mm 3 ).
Data Analysis
Data analysis was performed on 30 and 22 recording sessions from two hemispheres in monkeys L and S, respectively. The ROC analysis on single trials was done on sessions with high enough signal-to-noise-ratio. We set an SD threshold across trials (SD was set to be smaller than 30% of the mean population response in the late phase), which resulted in 10 and 15 imaging sessions for monkeys S and L, respectively. Contour saliency recordings were done on an additional nine and five recording sessions for monkeys L and S, respectively.
Basic VSDI analysis
The basic analysis of the VSDI signal is detailed elsewhere Slovin et al., 2002) . Briefly, this consisted of choosing pixels with threshold fluorescence, then normalizing each pixel in every trial to its baseline fluorescence level, and, finally, subtracting the average fixation-alone (blank) condition to remove the heartbeat artifact. This basic analysis removes in an unbiased manner most of the slow fluctuations originating from heartbeat artifact or dye bleaching within a trial (for review, see Grinvald et al., 1999) . These steps are schematically illustrated and explained in Ayzenshtat et al. (2010), Figure S12 . VSDI maps were low-pass-filtered with a 2D Gaussian filter (sigma = 1 or 1.5 pixels) for visualization purposes only. Retinotopic Mapping of the Circle and Background Gabors in V1 and Defining the Circle and Background Areas To retinotopically map individual Gabor elements onto the V1 imaged area, we performed a separate set of experiments, where the monkeys were passively fixating and briefly presented on different trials with one to two Gabor elements comprising parts of the circle or background ( Figure 1C ). The different VSDI activation maps are depicted in Figure 1C . We then manually fitted a 2D Gaussian separately for each activation patch . Figure 1D shows that this one to two Gabor spatial mapping fitted well with the activation patches evoked by the Gabor array stimulus (contour stimulus).
To study neural interactions between the circle and background parts of the stimulus, we defined two ROIs ( Figure 1D ): (1) a circle area (C) was defined by contouring the area in V1 that was activated by the circle elements (C1-C3) and (2) a background area (Bg) was defined by contouring the area in V1 that was activated by the background elements (Bg1-Bg3). The circle and background areas were selected to have approximately similar pixel numbers and similar shape. We also defined an extended background area and compared the analysis with the more confined background area ( Figure S2 ).
Population-Response Analysis and Figure-Ground Measure for Population Response
We computed figure-ground measure for population response (FG-m, Equation 1; see Figure 3Ai ). FG-m was defined by subtracting the population response (average over pixels) in the background from the circle for the contour and noncontour conditions and then taking the difference between the two conditions. This index indicated how well the ''figure'' (circle area) is differentiated from the ''ground'' (background area). FG-m was calculated for each recording session separately. where Pc and Pb are the population responses in the circle and background areas, respectively, cont and non-cont are the contour and noncontour conditions, respectively. The subtraction of the noncontour from the contour condition also enabled us to eliminate any response differences in space due to uneven staining. We also computed the differential (contour minus noncontour) circle or background response (Equations 2 and 3). Figure 3Bi depicts the circle differential response (Pc diff ) and background differential response (Pb diff ) as function of time. 
Psychometric and Neurometric Curves as a Function of Contour Saliency
To study the behavioral performance in the contour saliency experiments, we computed the probability of contour detection. This was normalized to the contour and noncontour conditions by setting the probability of contour detection to 1 in the contour condition, 0 in the noncontour condition and varying accordingly the probability for the jittering orientation conditions ( Figure 5B ). The purpose of this normalization was to overcome the slight variation in behavioral performance due to the animal's motivation. We verified that the nonnormalized and normalized psychometric curves showed similar results ( Figure S4A ). To study the effects of contour saliency on the population response, the neurometric curve was computed by calculating the FG-m as a function of orientation jitter (FG-m jitt ; Equation 4).
FG À m jitt = ðPc À PbÞ jitt À ðPc À PbÞ nonÀcont ; (Equation 4) where Pc and Pb are the population responses in the circle and background areas, respectively, and jitt and non-cont are the different jitter conditions and noncontour condition, respectively (the contour condition is defined by jitter = 0). The neurometric curve values were normalized to maximal and minimal values in each recording session (to overcome the variable staining quality across recording sessions; Figure 5C ). We verified that the nonnormalized and normalized curves showed similar results ( Figure S4B ). Pixel-Psychometric Correlation Maps: A Map of the Correlation between Population Response in a Single Pixel and the Psychometric Curve The population response for each pixel (VSDI amplitude, normalized as in the previous section) was computed as function of the orientation jitter condition. This yielded the neurometric curve for each pixel, which was then computed for each time frame. Next, we obtained the pixel-psychometric correlation map by computing the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) between each pixel's neurometric curve in the late phase and the psychometric curve of the same recording session. The resulting maps ( Figure 7A ) indicate the relation between the contour detection as function of contour saliency and population response across V1. A figure-ground measure (FG-r) was defined by subtracting the average pixel-psychometric correlation in the background area from the average pixel-psychometric correlation in the circle area ( Figure 7D ). FG-r reflects the difference between the circle and background areas in terms of their relation to the psychometric curve.
Statistical Analysis
Nonparametric statistical tests were used, Mann-Whitney U test to compare between two medians from two populations or the signed-rank test to compare a population's median to zero.
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